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1. PUBLICATIONS 

1.1 Year book series 

1.1.2 Volume 1: Organization descriptions and index 

This volume was successfully completed on schedule for publication in July 1987. This was the 
second time that the publication was produced through the new computer system. Again, no use 
was made of the external service bureau on which the UIA was dependent for 14 years. 

A number of innovations or improvements were made, partly to facilitate the integration at the 
computer level which the computer system makes possible: 

(a) The number of organizations (and treaties) has been increased from 25,124 for 1986 
to 27 ,145, (an increase of just over 8%). The number of organizations from Sections A 
through D in fact decreased from 5,018 to 4,546 for the reasons given below. 

In preparing the 1987 /88 edition, a more ruthless approach was taken to organizations on 
which no new information has been recently obtained. Such bodies, because their addresses 
are "inactive" or out-of-date, bring the whole Yearbook into disrepute. Even if no 
confirmation of the inactivity of these bodies was obtained, they were transferred into the 
inactive section (Section H). This had as effect the significant reduction of the number of 
bodies in Section D, and created space for the inclusion of Section R, which had to be 
omitted from the previous edition . 

• 
There would appear to be a tendency for the number of "classical" organizations to 
stabilize (taking into account creations and cessations of activity), with the major 
increases observable in the Sections E, F and G. 

(b) Entry quality: The quality of the entries on the existing organizations continues 
to be improved to the point where a significant number of organizations now take the 
trouble to congratulate the editors . It is, however, becoming increasingly difficult to 
maintain the balance between providing adequate information on an organization and the 
space constraints imposed by the printing and binding of the volume. 

( c) Keywords in text: Work continues on identifying keywords in the text of entries 
which are extracted into the index and which are also used to identify organizations 
grouped by subject in Volume 3. 

( d) Section modifications: The continuing problem of the limitation on the number of 
pages to 1600, supposedly because of difficulty in binding connected with the printing 
method used, has meant that the following sections were not printed in the 1987 /88 Volume 
1, although they were indexed: 

G: Internationally-oriented national organizations 
H: Inactive organizations 
J: Unconfirmed new organizations 
S: Conf ere nee series 
T: Multilateral treaties 
U: Unconfirmed organizations from the past 

The name and address of bodies in Section G are however available from Volume 2, and from 
Volume 3. 

In the continuing difficulty over the number of pages the publisher has experimented for 
the 1987 /88 edition with a much thinner paper. This makes the volume appear thinner. 

( e) Index: Minor changes have been made to the index to make it easier to use. Due to 
space constraints, some index items had to be left out of this edition. 



{i) Introduction and appendices: These are now produced in-house partly by sending 
disks to a Brussels printer for final film production, partly using the UIA laser printer 
(especially for statistical tables). This has proved much more convenient for all 
concerned, permitting much greater control over the final output. 

(j) Quality of proofs: A new format was adopted for the mailing this year. Whereas in 
former years there were at least four items for each organizations (a letter, a Yearbook 
questionnaire, a Yearbook proof [possibly of two of three pages], and a Calendar 
questionnaire), this year there were only two items: a Yearbook proof, which included a 
brief introductory statement in either English or French and, at the end, questions for 
those Yearbook paragraphs for which we have no information, and requests for addresses 
and/or information for those bodies cited in the description for which we have no address 
or for which we have received no recent information (see Annex 1 ); and a Calendar proof 
which included a brief introductory statement in both English and French, and details of 
future meetings listed in the Calendar, or, if there were no meetings listed in the 
Calendar, the "Events" paragraph from the Yearbook with a request to send information on 
future meetings, or, ir there were no "Events" paragraph, a request to send information on 
the organization's meetings (see Annex 2). Every page was marked with the organization's 
reference number (previously done by hand), and all pages were produced in-house on the UIA 
laser printer. taking information directly from the Yearbook and Calendar databases. 

(k) "Mini-directory" proofs were produced for organizations whose structure or 
activities involve many other bodies, or who have many international bodies as members. A 
total of 184 such proofs were mailed in January 1988. The proofs consisted of a title page, 
index, description of the organization, and descriptions of all bodies cited in the 
"Structure", "Activities", or "Members" paragraphs. Bodies cited in the "IGO Relations" and 
"NGO Relations" paragraphs were listed in Appendices. Response, in terms of the quality and 
extent of information received, has been encouraging. It is hoped that this approach, ie 
offering concrete examples of the UIA's work, will stimulate interest for specialized 
mini-directories. (See Annex 3) 

(l) Cross-reference numbers: In the 1987/88 edition a major innovation was made in 
connection with the citation of relationships between organizations (eg NGO Relations, IGO 
Relations, Membership). The reference number of the cross-referenced organization now 
appears after its name or abbreviation. This means that the crosi:-ref erenced entry can be 
consulted immediately, without the time-consuming delay of first finding the reference 
number in the index. Of equal importance, this innovation also means that the name cited 
reflects the most recent modifications, free from inaccuracies, because the 
cross-referenced name is only inserted in the text at the moment of going to press. This 
new approach also facilitates verification of the reciprocity of relationships between 
organizations, replacing the need for the citation index which was previously published in 
Volume 3. 

(m) Page-numbering: Saur has indicated that future editions of all volumes will have 
page numbers added. This has not yet been implemented. 

1.1.2 Volume 2: International organization participation 

This publication was completed on schedule for publication in August 1987. For the second time, 
it was produced on the in-house computer using a specially commissioned set of programmes. 
Introductory pages and appendices, including the extensive statistical tables, were produced, 
in-house with final films being produced at a Brussels printing company. 

The main modification made was a reduction in the space between entries, thus allowing more 
information per page. This was necessary in order to fit an increased amount of information 
(123,234 members entries increased to 146,249 and 17,050 secretariat entries increased to 
19,335) into the same number of pages as the previous edition. 
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1.1.3 Volume 3: Global action networks 

This volume was completed on schedule for publication in December 1987. 

Despite updating of last year's programmes and some difficulties encountered in amending last 
year's records to comply with editorial changes made this year. production ran considerably 
more smoothly than last year and a modus operandi for the new system was developed. 

The main visible differences are as follows: 

(a) Contents: The volume has been increased form 1,464 pages to 1,640 pages, in 
particular due to a fuller inclusion of cross-references in Section X (see below). 

(b} Citations index. previously published as an Appendix, is omitted since citations 
are not listed in the organization's description in Volume I. The space thus gained allowed 
for a fuller inclusion of bodies in Sections X and Z. 

(c) Material from the Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human Potential was included, 
as last year, and editorial effort was put into correcting the more obvious 
errors/mismatches caused by the problems inherent in a computer-produced indexing system. 

(d) Matrix: Work continued on rationalising rows 7, 8, and 9 of the matrix. Value and 
Strategy polarities continue to be used as categories in rows 7 and 8. To improve 
transparency. all other row 7 and 8 headings have been grouped as W70 and W80 terms; 
organizations, problems, and strategies indexed under such headings therefore appear 
together rather than interspersed with strategy and value polarities. In line with the 
structural philosophy of the matrix, the third digit of the heading code reflects the 
overall headings of the matrix columns. 

( e) Section X: This section was expanded in two ways: (i) items entered either from 
editorially "forced in" key terms or from keywords in the text of the Volume I description 
were included in all Sections (and not only in Section W as was previously the case); (ii) 
very long and very short X Section entries, instead of being eliminated, were included 
under one reference (eg "Industry, Production/Life" [X2810] was eliminated but its converse 
"Life/Industry, Production" [Xl028] was included, and appeared in the index under both 
headings. In previous years this was eliminated due to lack of space). 

( f) Section Y: This section had truncated and, in some cases, erroneous entries in the 
previous edition due to production problems; these problems were overcome this year. In 
addition, organizations indexed only by geographical region and not by any other key term, 
previously not appearing in any section, are now listed in Section Y. 

(g) Section Z: Several categories which had to be omitted last year for space reasons 
were included this year. 

1.2 Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human Potential 

1.2.1 The first copies of this publication were delivered in June 1986. 

1.2.2 Future edition: Although sales are considered suprisingly satisfactory by Saur, it 
has not yet been agreed that it is time to start work on the next edition covered by the 
contract. In addition, it appears that Saur will offer less financing in the form of editorial 
costs. This would force the UIA either to do a minimalistic update or to seek other sources of 
funds. 
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1.3 Guides series and mini-directories 

1.3.1 Guides: Saur has indicated that. because of difficulties in selling the four volumes 
so far produced in this series, no further plans can be made at this time. The problem is 
largely a result of Saur's own policies requiring publications of a certain size ( 400-600 
pages) to be sold at an unreasonably high price. with minimum marketing effort. 

1.3.2 Mini-directories: The first of these was produced for UNESCO in January 1987 as a 
"Directory of NGOs in Consultative Status with UNESCO". A further edition is currently being 
negotiated with UNESCO. Where possible such directories will be sub-sets of the Yearbook Volume 
1. Modifications may however be made, as well as inclusions of information characteristic of 
the presentation in Volumes 2 and 3, as well as the Encyclopedia. 

1.3.3 At the February 1987 meeting Saur examined a summary of 17 mini-directory possibilities 
provided by UIA. He would like to produce four this year if this can be done at the 10 DM/page 
rate (see paragraph 1.3.1 above). He has not yet informed UIA which ones are required, with the 
object of producing them after Volume 2. 

1.4 International Association Statutes Series 

1.4.l Editorial work was completed on the first volume of this new series in January 1988, and 
the publication should soon be available. Due to the fact that the volume was already 
considerably delayed, and that the organizations concerned had already been asked to proof-read 
their own texts, final proof-reading was done only superficially. Considerable effort was given 
to standardizing the presentation of the documents. 

The statutes of 393 organizations were included in this volume. 

In order to demonstrate the legal context within which associations operate, several appendices 
were included, containing lesser known or forgotten documents and proposals dealing with the 
legal status of international associations. Also included are the texts of conventions in 
related areas (see Annex 4). 

1.5 IERD Series 

This 3-volume series is edited by the Institue of Cultural Affairs International and arises 
from a 1984/86 programme built around the International Exposition on Rural Development (New 
Delhi, 1984) and its follow-up. The UIA has provided advice on these publications, published by 
Saur. who tends to market them in association with UIA publications and especially the 
Encyclopedia. Although UIA derives no direct financial benefit from this series, it does 
provide a link to those primarily interested in development issues, especially through the JCA 
interest in drawing the attention of their contacts to the presence of ICA research results in 
the Encyclopedia. This material was included as a result of a number of editorial contracts 
concluded with ICA (Brussels) during production of the Encyclopedia. 

1.6 International Congress. Calendar 

The report on the editorial and publishing aspects of this publication will be made separately. 

Production of the Calendar, prior to final typesetting, has now been completely transferred 
onto the new in-house computer system. This work is now much more thoroughly integrated at the 
computer level with that on the organizations organizing meetings. 

A final phase, not yet completed, is the transfer of the computer files (previously maintained 
by the service bureau) for the period 1981 to 1984 onto the new system. 
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1. 7 Research publications 

The main research papers in 1986/1987 are the following: 

(a) Comprehension of appropriateness. 

(b) Governance through metaphor. 

Both are for the project on Economic Aspects of Human Development of the Regional and Global 
Studies Division of the UN University. They are currently in process of being revised for 
inclusion in a book emanating from that project. 

Two earlier papers associated with earlier projects of the UN University are embroiled in the 
usual administrative delays associated with UNU procedures which are exacerbated by the current 
budgetary restrictions. 

(c) Development through complexity using policy alternation. Final form of a paper for a 
book on Alternative Paradigms. Results from UIA participation in the Goals, Processes and 
Indicators of Development project of the UN University (1978-82). 

(d) Review of frameworks for the representation of alternative conceptual orderings as 
determined by cultural and linguistic contexts. Paper prepared for the sub-project on 
coding and socio-cultural context of information of the project on Information Overload and 
Information Underuse of the (now non-existant) Global Learning Division of the UN 
University. 

Further work in the course of 1988 is planned on metaphors in relation to the "future of 
development" (Theme of the World Futures Studies Federation, Conference, Beijing, 1988). 

In connection with the publication of the first volume of the International Association 
Statutes Series the opportunity was taken to gather together relevant texts on the legal status 
of international associations, especially the texts of the 13 proposals for international 
conventions made since 1912. A comparative analysis of the provisions of these proposals was 
made in the form of an extensive table covering some 300 topics. This material appears as a 100 
page series of appendices to the statutes volume. 

2. PUBLISHING AND MARKETING 

2.1 Pattern of sales 

2.1.1 Saur and UIA are in general pleased with the sale of the Yearbook series which is now 
established on a a 3-volume annual basis. From the UIA point of view sales are definitely not 
as great could be desired, but Saur points out that these are extremely difficult times for 
libraries which in most cases have found their budgets severely cut. 

2.1.2 Neither Saur nor UIA are pleased with the sales of the 4-volume Guides series. The 
reasons for the poor sales were noted earlier. This has little negative impact on the UIA, but 
certainly has not had a positive impact as was hoped. 

2.1.3 The sales pattern of the Encyclopedia is viewed as surpisingly satisfactory. Saur is 
particularly surprised that reviews continue to appear 18 months after publication. 

2.2 Contractual relationship with publisher (K G Saur) 

The firm of K G Saur Verlag was taken over in June 1987 by a multinational corporation, Reed 
International (based in the UK), which also owns other major publishing companies. including 
Butterworths and Bowker. Saur himself is now on the board of these companies but retains 
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responsibility for publishing decisions within K G Saur Verlag. New marketing arrangements for 
the complete range of publications are being elaborated. 

The contractual relationship up to June 1987 took the following form: 

- contract for the Yearbook series 
- contract for the Encyclopedia 
- contract for the Calendar 
- letters of agreement covering the Guides series 

These contracts stipulated monthly payments by Saur to cover editorial costs, minimum royalties 
(whatever the sales; payable on publication) and royalties arising from sales above the minimum 
(payable at the end of a budgetary cycle). This arrangement proved so complicated that it was 
agreed to pay a fixed monthly amount covering all publications and then to balance the accounts 
at the end of each budgetary period. 

The problem with this approach is that in Saur's view the fixed monthly amount gradually ceased 
to be perceived as a "prepayment" to cover editorial costs. The act of balancing the accounts 
at the end of a budgetary cycle resulted in UIA "owing" amounts to Saur. Negotiations focussed 
on the size of the monthly amount, irrespective of the production cycle. Because of the claims 
by Saur that the library market was in a difficult state, it became possible for him to argue 
successfully for a reduction in the monthly amount. 

The complexities of this situation have been clarified under a new contract, signed in June 
1987, which covers all publications. 

The contractual situation is not particularly satisfactory but it is unclear that any more 
satisfactory formula could be found, whether with Saur, with another publisher, or if the UIA 
were to return to publishing its own books. Such possibilities should of course be explored to 
anticipate any future change in the fortunes of K G Saur Verlag within the new context. 

2.3 Marketing (via Saur) 

As noted above, sales are reasonably satisfactory. It is however clear that Saur is unable to 
do more to market the UIA publications. The UIA titles are handled within the Saur marketing 
procedures and it is understandably difficult for Saur to make exceptions on a systematic 
basis. His company is not geared up to do what a smaller company might attempt (but with more 
limited resources). It would seem that UIA must continue to suffer the advantages and 
disadvantages of the Saur machinery, with whatever new arrangements are made within the holding 
company. 

In the case of the Encyclopedia, special attempts have however been made to launch the book 
through Saur's three main offices (Munich, London, New York). The success of these efforts has 
been modest, although sales have been boosted by UIA efforts. 

2.4 Marketing (via UIA) 

2.4.1 One of the contractual loopholes opened as the result of Saur's requirement that monthly 
payments be reduced has been to give UIA the freedom to undertake its own marketing and sales. 
Instead of new orders now being transferred to Munich, they are invoiced by UIA. The full 
implications in terms of sales ~iscounts has now been clarified. 

In the case of the Encyclopedia, UIA has distributed sales brochures with questionnaires to 
Yearbook organizations, offering up to 50% discount to non-institutional purchasers for 
pre-paid orders. This may be considered a promotional sale, at cost to the UIA, which ensures 
that the book does get into the hands of those who are most enthusiastic about making its 
existence known. 
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It is important that the UIA actively explore the opportunity of marketing mini-directories now 
that the new computer system facilitates their production. A first exercise in this direction 
is being undertaken with the "Directory of NGOs in Consultative Status with UNESCO" (as noted 
above). 

2.4.2 It was confirmed in June 1987 that UIA should be free to market and sell in whatever way 
it desired, especially in order to compensate for the loss of monthly revenue. Belgian 
customers would be advised that they could order through UIA (if they "have encountered any 
difficulties"}. Two approaches are possible, and both may be used according to UIA preference: 

(a) UIA receives the order and transfers it to Saur (Munich, London or New York). In this 
case, UIA receives 25% discount if the order is from an end-user, or 150/o if the order is 
from a bookshop. Saur is responsible for invoicing and delivery. 

(b) UIA receives the order, ships and invoices it. In this case, UIA receives 40% discount 
and allocates whatever percentage it wishes to a bookshop. (Presumably UIA is also free to 
charge a higher price, if desired?) 

2.4.3 It was also agreed that for UIA to place small orders to reduce the amount owed to Saur 
is not efficient. Mr Saur proposed two alternatives. 

(a) On consignment. 

(b) Credit: Under this system, which Mr Saur preferred, UIA could place bulk orders but 
would only be invoiced 6 months later. Although the invoice could come from either 
Stuttgart or Munich, UIA finds it simpler to deal with Saur Munich rather than with the 
Stuttgart distributer. Mr Saur said we should decide whether the payment was to be in cash 
by UIA to Munich, or by a reduction in the monthly cheque at that time. 

2.4.4 In the case of bulk sales coordinated by UIA (eg to the UN or to "developing countries"), 
Mr Saur was open to any deals with reductions ranging from 10% to 90%. But if the sales 
involved from 450/o to 75% reduction, UIA should only expect a 10% royalty from the net amount 
invoiced. If the reduction is greater than 75% then the royalty to the UIA would be zero. The 
shipment costs were negotiable, as to whether they were incorporated into the amount, 
additional to it, paid by Saur or by UIA. 

2.5 Marketing (via UNESCO) 

On the occasion of the December 1986 UIA visit to the Director-General of UNESCO, he proposed 
that the Encyclopedia (and possibly even the Yearbook) should be "co-published" with UNESCO. 
This raises many questions and possibilities which are at present under discussion, however the 
responsible official in UNESCO subsequently denied that any such arrangement was possible for 
reasons of precedent. 

It is clear however that it would be most desirable to reach some agreement on a form of 
"co-distribution", although UNESCO has severe rules governing such arrangements. 

The current production of the "Directory of NGOs in Consultative Status with UNESCO" (mentioned 
earlier) should also be seen in this context. 
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3. IN-HOUSE COMPUTER SYSTEM 

3.1 Current hardware situation 

3.1.1 The system currently consists of the following elements: 

- Micro-computers: 2 AT clones, as network server and backup/batch job station; 12 PC 
clones, 11 of 640K RAM each and 1 of 512K RAM. Of these 12, one is principally used for 
printing and tape-backups, one is shared with FAIB/IAPCO/MAI, one has a lOMB internal hard 
disk, one is a turbo version, two are equipped with accelerator cards, and one is used for 
development purposes outside the network. There is also a machine which is not compatible with 
the network; it was used briefly in 1987 to enter statutes, which were then transferred to the 
network. The 10 screens which are used intensively are equipped with polarizing filters. 

- Main memory: 3 hard disk drives, totalling 291 mB (291 million characters). 

- Backup units: l Thorn EMI streamer tape unit for backups and transfer of tapes to 
Computaprint (London) for photocomposition; I Emerald 60mB cartridge tape unit for routine 
backups. 

- Laser printer: 1 Hewlett Packard Laserjet 

- Local printers: 1 HP Thinkjet, 1 Brother, 1 Ericsson, and 1 Olympia (which has been 
adapted so that it can be used on the network). 

- Modem: 1 Daisy 21, 300 baud modem, permitting access to electronic mail systems 
(especially in the USA) 

3.1.2 There were serious problems in the summer due to hardware failures (possibly caused by an 
electrical storm?) which necessitated a reconsideration of the structure and security of the 
network. 

As was mentioned last year, there is some doubt concerning the vulnerability of the computer 
equipment to surges in the power supply, and it is possible that the problems we encountered in 
the summer could have been avoided were there a surge suppressor attached to the equipment. 
However, there is still no certainty that the security thus offered justifies the high cost -
especially as, for complete security, several surge suppressors would be needed. It was felt 
that greater secutiry from a greater variety of problems (power surges being only one of them) 
was offered by the upgrading of network hardware and software, with a first step being taken in 
August 1987. At that time the following changes were made: 

- replacement of the Omninet network cable and interface cards by Arcnet network cable and 
interface cards in 7 of the workstations (leaving 5 workstations on Omninet) 

- this necessitated upgrading the network operating system (see below) 

- which in turn necessitated purchasing an AT to function as server 

3.1.3 This decision was confirmed in the fall when a new series of problems began, stemming 
from the failure of one of the hard disks and, at the same time, of the tape streamer used for 
external backups. The two failures together (neither obviously due to power surges) made it 
obvious that our backup policy was not adequate, and resulted in the following changes: 
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- a policy of daily internal backups (as well as external) for the most important files. 
This however requires disk space, and there were already difficulties due to lack of space. 
Therefore the following was necessary: 

- the purchase of a third hard disk, with a new disk controller that effectively increases 
the space available of the disk (106mB instead of 73mB). One of the existing hard disks has 
also been reformatted to this greater capacity. 

1.3.4 Serious consideration is being given to a further upgrade in the network software which 
would automatically duplicate all the data. The implications for disk space are currently under 
review. 

1.3.5 Specialized hardware will have to be acquired in connection with the future project to 
map networks. This would include specialized workstations (high speed; special monitor) and a 
plotting device (whether in the form of a plotter or a more sophisticated laser printer). 

1.3.6 Some consideration is being given to the use of a document scanner to facilitate the 
production of future editions of the statutes series. 

1.3. 7 Consideration is also being given to the use of a dedicated workstation with adequate 
disk capacity to provide a form of "bulletin board" function for external access. 

3.2 Current software situation 

The following software is currently in use: 

- Network operating system: Novell Netware 286. Consideration is being given to the 
possibility of upgrading to Novell System Fault Tolerant software which involves duplicating 
disk files for security purposes. 

- Text data base: Revelation, 14 user network version, Release G2B. 

- UIA specified Revelation programs: The total number of Revelation programs is now 250, of 
which 50 are major programs. 

- Word-processing: RWORD (compatible with Revelation) and Wordstar (convertible to and from 
Revelation format) are in continuous use. 

- Graphics: Interactive Easyflow was used to redraw some of the organization charts 
reproduced in the Yearbook, Voll, 1987/88. A number of other graphics and network analysis 
packages have been acquired in the process of investigating means of mapping networks. 

Occasional use is made of other packages such as dBase II and a wide range of utilities. 

3.3 Data held on the network 

The current disk capacity of 291 million characters is used for the following purpose: 

- Organization entry files, and initials index 
- Calendar file, and index 
- Contacts file, and index 
- Correspondence file 
- Procedural and control files 
- Production files, including intermediary files 
- Work areas for sorting 
- Copies of essential files 
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Whilst a core group of files is always accessible on the network, the pattern of non-priority 
files held on it changes a great deal throughout the year. The recent increase in disk capacity 
has reduced some of the need for such maneuvering and now permits internal copies of major 
(30mB) files for security purposes (as part of the evaluation of the need to upgrade to System 
Fault Tolerant software). 

3 .4 Usage of the system 

A frequent concern with computer systems is whether they are appropriately used. Here the 
situation may be summarized as follows: 

- Disk capacity: This is fully used. Whilst it would be possible to hold more files on 
backup tapes and thus require less capacity, the time wasted in juggling files for any 
particular requirements has demonstrated that the UIA requires the capacity currently 
installed, especially when several production jobs are being undertaken simultaneously. 

- Work siations: These are fully used by editors during working hours. Machines are seldom 
"free". Outside working hours, there are times when 5 or more machines are running over-night 
on production jobs. 

- Laser printer: This is fully used. In fact, its use must often be scheduled. 

- Local primers: These are extremely convenient, but only two of them are frequently used, 
partly because of the noise factor. 

- Tape units: These are in regular use for backups. 

In general the system is fully exploited. Although there are times when work stations are not 
in use (as with a typewriter), there are periods when the network is in continuous operation, 
day and night, for several weeks running. 

In the past 12 months, there were 21 days on which the network was not usable (due to 
breakdowns, repairs, or adjustments). 

3.5 Adaptation of working methods 

All staff working on publication production in one capacity or another have now adapted their 
working methods to take advantage of the computer system. All editorial work is now done 
directly onto the network without any intermediate "secretarial" phase. 

Knowledge of how to control particular applications is now shared more widely, although each 
individual has developed personalized methods of work. There is now much less hesitation about 
how best to derive benefit from the system although new ways of organizing work continue to be 
discovered as each person's knowledge increases. 

Because of the complexities of the many operations involved, it has been considered undesirable 
to devote valuable time to rationalizing the system beyond a certain degree. Procedures are 
being progressively streamlined and improved, and the documentation of procedures progresses as 
time and production priorities permit. 
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4. FUTURE PROBLEMS AND PERSPECTIVES 

4.1 Dependence and diversification 

4.1.1 Publisher-dependence 

In the light of the semi-stable nature of the contractual relationship with the publisher, K G 
Saur Verlag, there is clear merit in envisaging ways of diversifying UIA operations to reduce 
dependence on a single external body over which the UIA has little real control. 

Such diversification might well take the form of producing some publications through other 
publishers or in collaboration with other bodies. The possible need to switch the main 
publications, or some of them, to a new publisher should be explored. 

4.1.2 Production-mode dependence 

Given the current advances in information handling, attention should continue to be given to 
such opportunities as on-line access, laser disk distribution, laser cards, etc., especially in 
terms of the UIA commitment to making information more readily available at a more accessible 
cost. 

The developing field of "desk-top publishing", for which the UIA is fully equipped, should be 
explored. There is no reason why the UIA should not produce newsletters, reports, or 
directories for other organizations on demand. This does however call for an increased degree 
of personalized contact with bodies potentially interested in this form o( collaboration. The 
UIA could produce its own periodical in this way, since the procedures have now been fully 
tested. Or the UIA could envisage the production of new specialized newsletters. 

The whole question of UIA production of mini-directories, extracted from its own database, 
should continue to be actively explored. 

4.1.3 Product dependence 

There is a continuing need for vigilance to avoid falling into the trap of producing certain 
kinds of information only. Although a prime function of the UIA is the production of 
information, the question must be continually asked as to whether the kind or range of 
information is appropriate. There is a definite danger of a backlash against the kinds of 
information on which the UIA has concentrated its efforts, especially since other bodies are 
developing capacities in this area. The UIA needs to explore new ways of packaging information. 

4.2 Comprehension of information 

4.2.1 Problems 

The developing information society is characterized by vast amounts of information of which it 
is difficult for an individual to make effective use. This is the preoccupation of a current 
project of the UN University on "information overload and information underuse", to which the 
UIA has contributed. The difficulty for an individual or an institution to comprehend patterns 
of significance has however been neglected in the rush to exploit the market for information. 

The UIA is as much a part of the problem as it is part of the solution. The coverage of the 
Yearbooks facilitates access to specific items of information. They do not facilitate 
comprehension of patterns of relationship, except to a modest degree in Volume 3. In a number 
of respects the Yearbook is unuseable in terms of the needs and budgetary restrictions of the 
bodies which the UIA aims to to serve. 
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4.2.2 Possibilities 

This question has been explored in a number of UIA studies. Advantage should therefore be taken 
of the explicit encouragement received from the UN University (Division of Gobal Learning) and 
from UNESCO (Studies and Programming Office) to continue to explore the possibilities of 
producing network maps to present the pattern of relationships between organizations, between 
problems, and between organizations and problems. The UIA London sub-contractor is very 
interested in converting UIA data into map form in order to be able to produce "atlases" of 
network maps. These would attract the attention of bodies otherwise uninterested in UlA 
information on the international community and its preoccupations. 

4.3 Current explorations in presenting information 

4.3. l Organization charts 

Organization charts of 21 major intergovernmental bodies with complex secretariats or systems 
of committees were reproduced in the 1987 /88 edition of Volume 1, thus offering an alternative 
way of approaching the information on each body. 

This offers the possibility of presenting organizations with a "proof" of their organization 
chart for correction. Interactive Easyflow was used to redraw 6 of the charts reproduced in 
1987 /88. 

4.3.2 Mapping ("Atlas of International Relationship Networks.,) 

A provisional agreement has been reached with Saur to produce an "Atlas of International 
Relationship Networks". The first phase of the agreement involved a visit to various locations 
in North America (in February 1988) to locate suitable software. This software is currently 
under review. When the next steps become clearer, to reduce the level of risk, the final 
version of the contract will be signed with Saur. (This point is discussed in a separate note) 

It is appropriate to note that the keynote speaker at the 1988 annual conference on social 
network analysis stressed the need to develop techniques of representing such networks 
graphically. 

The viability of such an Atlas has now been firmly established with the discovery of an 
existing "Atlas of Corporate Interlocks" published in a very limited edition by Worldnet in the 
USA. There is some possibility that Saur might be interested in publishing both atlases. 

4.3.3 Complementary information 

One of the original stimuli for producing the Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human 
Potential was to complement the focus on organizations with a focus on related information of 
relevance to the international community (eg world problems, strategies, values, human 
development concepts, etc). This initiative has been reinforced by the participation of the UIA 
in programmes of the UN University. 

Immediate advantage can however be taken of the material in various sections of the 
Encyclopedia, which can be produced or developed as separate publications. One of the 
advantages of this is that a number of the sections are of interest to quite distinct 
international constituencies with whom UIA could usefully develop contacts. 

4.3.4 Encyclopedia of Inter-cultural Conceptual Modes 

In the light of the work on the Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human Potential and of the 
UNESCO Decade on Cultural Development there seems to be an opportunity for a new kind of 
publication focussing on the special insights (and blindspots) associated with communication in 
different languages, whether characteristic of different cultures or of different disciplines. 
Initial work on the latter aspect was undertaken in connection with the 1976 edition of the 
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Encyclopedia. Possibilities for the former are suggested by the Culturgram series produced for 
97 countries by the David M Kennedy Center for International Studies (Brigham Young University, 
USA). In addition to the UNESCO connection, such an initiative could be associated with UIA 
involvement in the South-North Network on Cultures and International Cooperation (headquartered 
in Brussels) which is under contract to provide inputs into the cultural component of the 
current Lome Convention. 

4.3.6 Metaphors 

Given the complexity of the international system of organizations and issues, drastic 
over-simplifications are made in attempting to convey any understanding of it. There is clearly 
merit in developing more graphic ways of responding to such complexity as has been argued in 
the Communication Section in the Encyclopedia. Of special interest is the possibility of 
designing metaphors relevant to the development process (see Section CM). This is currently 
being explored by the UIA within the framework of the Economic Aspects of Human Development 
project of the UN University. It has been suggested that the UIA should host a small 
exploratory meeting on the question. 

It is also clear from the reaction to the section on metaphors, that this could be developed 
into an independent publication representing an alternative approach to the problem of 
comprehension of global society in an information rich environment. 

The UIA paper on "Governance through Metaphor" has been well-received in its draft version. A 
section is appearing in a current issue of the USA Club of Rome Newsletter. It is also 
appropriate to note that the keynote speaker at the 1988 conference on social network analysis 
called for more extensive use of more appropriate metaphors to guide research initiatives. 

4.4 New edition of Encyclopedia (and its by-products) 

The original contractual obligation with Saur was for two editions of the Encyclopedia. Clearly 
there is little point in pushing for a second edition before the sales of the first warrant it. 
Nevertheless it must be borne in mind that such a.publication takes time to prepare. 

4.5 Reprint of 1910 Yearbooks 

Some consideration could usefully be given to negotiating a reprint of the 1910 edition of the 
UIA Yearbook, possibly on the occasion of the 80th Anniversary celebrations. 

4.6 Computer conferencing facility 

In this context, the possibility of the UIA actually hosting an electronic mail system for 
international organizations should not be ignored. The costs of doing so are relatively low and 
the long term benefits to participants, including the UIA, make it easily justifiable. Such 
systems are in effect the contemporary concretization of the international networking activity 
which the UIA seeks to facilitate and for which it is now well-equipped. (This question is the 
subject of a separate note) 
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Appendix 1 

YEARBOOK OF INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS URGENT 
RUE WASHINGTON 40 • 1050 BRUXELLES (BELGIQUE)· TEL. (02) 640 41 09 • 640 18 08 ·TELEX 65080 INAC B 

November 1987 Ref#: Z-ZOOOO 

Modified entry - International League for Human Rights 
432 Park A venue South 
New York NY 10022, USA 

PROOF TO CORRECT FOR THE 25th EDITION (1988/89) 

Please help us improve and update the information we distribute on your organization: 
* correct this proof of your organization's description and add any new information; AND/OR send us 

relevant brochures, statutes or other documents (in English, if possible) from which we may extract 
details to improve the description; 

* mark on the membership checklist (on the back of this page) those countries in which your organization 
has members, or which may themselves be members, AND/OR send us your own list of members. 

001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
021 
022 
023 
024 
025 
026 
027 
028 
029 
030 
031 
032 
033 
034 

Modified entry - International League for Human Rights (ILHR) 

Ligue internationale des droits de l'homme -- Liga Internacional de los Derechos Humanos 

- Secretariat: 432 Park Avenue South, New York NY 10022, USA. T. (212) 684 1221. 

Founded 1941, New York NY, as International League for the Rights of Man ( ILRM ). 

Aims Promote application of those guarantees of civil, economic and social rights 
contained in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

Consultative Status ECOSOC (#EE3377) (II); Organization of American States (#DD3030). 

NGO Relations Inter-American Association for Democracy and Freedom (#HD/044 ). 

Activities Works to implement international human rights standards and agreements. Monitors and 
contributes to human rights work of the United Nations. Investigates human rights violations. 

Members Affiliate organizations ( 41) in 15 countries: 
-- Af South Africa. Am Argentina, Canada, Chile. As Bangladesh, Hong Kong, Israel. 
Au New Zealand. Eu Austria, Belgium, Germany FR, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands. 

Our most recent information is dated: 1986** 

PLEASE SEND US ANY OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION: 
* How is your organization structured? 
* How is your organization financed? What is the annual budget? 
* Please indicate any intergovernmental bodies with which your organization has formal contacts. 
* Does your organization hold international events (conferences, seminars, etc)? Please give 

details for both past and future events. 
* Please indicate: titles and frequency of regular publications; titles and dates of other books. 

Please send us the address(es) of the following organizations (cited above): 
#HD1044 Inter-American Association for Democracy and Freedom 

, 
The information'you provide is included free of charge and with no obligation on your part. 

Les informations que vous nous fournirez seront inserees gratuitement et sans aucune obligation. 



MEMBERSHIP CHECKLIST 

A. International organization membership: 
Please indicate names of any international 
or regional organizations which are members 
of your organization. 
? ... 

B. Country membership: 
Please indicate (a) the countries where your 
organization has members, or (b) the countries 
which are themselves members. If necessary, 
distinguish categories of membership. 

AFRICA Togo 
Algeria Tunisia 
Angola Uganda 
Benin Zaire 
Botswana Zambia 
Burkina Faso Zimbabwe 
Burundi ? ... 
Cameroon 
Cape Verde AMERICA 
Central African Rep Antigua-Barbuda 
Chad Argentina 
Comoros Bahamas 
Congo Barbados 
C6te d'Ivoire Belize 
Djibouti Bermuda 
Egypt Bolivia 
Equatorial Guinea Brazil 
Ethiopia Canada 
Gabon Chile 
Gambia Colombia 
Ghana Costa Rica 
Guinea Cuba 
Guinea-Bissau Dominica 
Kenya Dominican Rep 
Lesotho Ecuador 
Liberia El Salvador 
Libyan AJ Grenada 
Madagascar Guatemala 
Malawi Guyana 
Mali Haiti 
Mauritania Honduras 
Mauritius Jamaica 
Morocco Mexico 
Mozambique Neth Antilles 
Namibia Nicaragua 
Niger Panama 
Nigeria Paraguay 
Rwanda Peru 
Sao Tome-Principe Puerto Rico 
Senegal St Christopher-Nevis 
Seychelles St Lucia 
Sierra Leone St Vincent-Grenadines 
Somalia Suriname 
South Africa Trinidad-Tobago 
Sudan USA 
Swaziland Uruguay 
Tanzania UR Venezuela 

? ... 

LISTE DU MEMBRARIAT 

A. Organisations internationales membres: 
Veuillez indiquer les noms des organisations 
internatlonales ou regionales membres de 
votre organisation. 
? ... 

B. Pays membres: 
Veuillez indiquer (a) les pays ou vous comptez 
des individus ou organisations membres, ou 
(b) les Etats membres. Si necessaire, veuillez 
distinguer les categories du membrariat. 

ASIA New Zealand 
Afghanistan Papua New Guinea 
Bahrain Samoa (Western) 
Bangladesh Solomon Is 
Bhutan Tonga 
Brunei Darussalam Tuvalu 
Burma Vanuatu 
China ? ... 
Chinese Taipei 
Hong Kong EUROPE 
India Albania 
Indonesia Andorra 
Iran Islamic Rep Austria 
Iraq Belgium 
Israel Bulgaria 
Japan Cyprus 
Jordan Czechoslovakia 
Kampuchea Dem Denmark 
Korea DPR (North) Finland 
Korea Rep (South) France 
Kuwait German DR (East) 
Lao PDR Germany FR (West) 
Lebanon Greece 
Malaysia Holy See (Vatican) 
Maldives Hungary 
Mongolia Iceland 
Nepal Ireland 
Oman Italy 
Pakistan Liechtenstein 
Philippines Luxembourg 
Qatar Malta 
Saudi Arabia Monaco 
Singapore Netherlands 
Sri Lanka Norway 
Syrian AR Poland 
Thailand Portugal 
United Arab Emirates Romania 
Viet Nam San Marino 
Yemen (North) Spain 
Yemen Dem (South) Sweden 
? ... Switzerland 

Turkey 
PACIFIC USSR 
Australia UK 
Fiji Yugoslavia 
Kiribati ? ... 
Nauru 

Total number of countries ... 



Appendix 2 

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS CALENDAR - Quarterly publication 
RUE WASHINGTON 40 - 1050 BRUXELLES (BELGIQUE) - TEL. (02) 640 41 09 - 640 18 08 - TELEX 65080 INAC B 

FUTURE MEETINGS OF YOUR ORGANIZATION 

In order to help us improve and update the information we publish in the Calendar on your organization, 
please: 
* correct the following description of your organization's future meetings; and/or 
* add any new information either by completing the questionnaire overleaf or by sending us relevant 

lists, brochures, programmes from which we may extract the required data. 

FUTURES REUNIONS DE VOTRE ORGANISATION 

Afin de pouvoir publier l'annonce de vos futures reunions internationales dans la prochaine edition du 
International Congress Calendar, nous vous prions de bien vouloir: 
* corriger et/ou completer les informations reprises ci-dessous; 
* remplir le questionnaire au verso pour toute nouvelle information, et/ou nous faire parvenir tout 

document nous permettant de rediger l'annonce de ces reunions. 
" 

November 1987 Ref #: C-C2580 

Modified entry - International Union of Speleology 

- SG Dr Hubert Trimmel, Int Union for Spelaologie, Drashestrasse 77, A-1232 Wien, Austria. 

FUTURE MEETINGS 
* OUR REF * DATES 

A 19*2334 1989/??/?? 

A 1987*8711 1987/08/29·09/05 

c 1987*2346 1987/09/24-27 

, 

COUNTRY CITY 

Hungary ??? 

Italy Trieste 

Austria Bad Bleiberg 

SEQ ORG DESCRIPTION AND ADDRESSCES) 

10 C2580 INT International Union of Speleology 
C25 Quadrennial international congress 

7 C2580 INT International Union of Speleology 
C11 Corrrnission de speleo-secours 
C12 Corrrnissione Nazionale del Soccorso Alpino 
C25 International congress on speleological help 

C2580 INT International Union of Speleology 
C11 Corrmission of Speleotherapy 
C25 International speleotherapy symposium 

The informatio~ you provide is included free of charge and with no obligation on your part. 
Les informations que vous nous fournirez seront inserees gratuitement et sans aucune obligation. 



MEETING INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE ANNONCES CONGRES 
fKmdly use a typewriter or pnnt clearly) 

Dates 
Year - Annee - Month - Mo1s - Days - Jours 

Place 
Lieu 

Name(s) of Organization(s) (ORGI 
Nom(s) de(s) /'Organisation(s) 

Type of meeting (C251 
Genre de reunion 

Subject 1c311 
Theme 

No of persons attending 1P 1 
Nombre de participants 

Local Organizing 
Committee 
Comite local 
d'organisation 

( Secretary 1C551 
l Secretaire 

l Address 
( Adresse 

No of countries represented 1c·1 
Nombre de pays representes 

(Pnere de remphr ce formulaJre a la machme ou en caracteres 1mpnmes) 

City- Ville Country - Pays 

With/without an associated Exhibition ? 1EX 1 
Exposition annexee au congres: oui!non 

MEETING INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE ANNONCES CONGRES 
!Kindly use a typewriter or print clearly) 

Dates 
Year - Annee - Month - Mais - Days - Jours 

Place 
Lieu 

Name(s) of Organization(s) tORGi 
Nom(s) de(s) /'Organisation(s) 

Type of meeting 1C251 
Genre de reunion 

Subject 1c311 
Theme 

No of persons attending 1P 1 
Nombre de participants 

Local Organizing 
Committee 
Comite local 
d'organisation 

( Secretary 1C551 
l Secretaire 

l Address 
( Adresse 

No of countries represented 1c 1 
Nombre de pays representes 

(Pnere de rempllr ce formulalfe a la machine ou en caracteres 1mpnmes) 

City- Ville Country - Pays 

With/without an associated Exhibition ? 1Ex 1 
Exposition annexee au congres : oui!non 

MEETING INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE ANNONCES CONGRES 
(Kindly use a typewriter or onnt clearlyl 

Dates 
Year - Annee - Month - Mo1s - Days - Jours 

Place 
Lieu 

Name(s) of Organization(s) 10RG1 
Nom(s) de(s) /'Organisation(s) 

Type of meeting 1c251 
Genre de reunion 

Subject 1c311 
Theme 

No of persons attending 1P 1 
Nombre de participants 

Local Organizing 
Committee 
Comite local 
d'organisation 

( Secretary 1C55i 
l Secretaire 

l Address 
( Adresse 

No of countries represented 1c 1 
Nombre de pays representes 

(Prrere de remplff ce tormula1re a la machine ou en caracteres 1mpnmes) 

Country - Pays 

With/without an associated Exhibition ? 1Ex 1 
Exposition annexee au congres : oui!non 



Appendix 2 

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS CALENDAR - Quarterly publication 
RUE WASHINGTON 40 • 1050 BRUXELLES (BELGIQUE)- TEL. (02) 640 41 09 - 640 18 08 - TELEX 65080 INAC B 

FUTURE MEETINGS OF YOUR ORGANIZATION 

In order to help us improve and update the information we publish in the Calendar on your organization, 
please: 
* correct the following description of your organization's future meetings; and/or 
* add any new information either by completing the questionnaire overleaf or by sending us relevant 

lists, brochures, programmes from which we may extract the required data. 

FUTURES REUNIONS DE VOTRE ORGANISATION 

Afin de pouvoir publier l'annonce de vos futures reunions internationales dans la prochaine edition du 
International Congress Calendar, nous vous prions de bien vouloir: 
* corriger et/ou completer les informations reprises ci-dessous; 
* remplir le questionnaire au verso pour toute nouvelle information, et/ou nous faire parvenir tout 

document nous permettant de rediger l'annonce de ces reunions. 

November 1987 Ref#: A-Al 788-y 

Modified entry - International Dental Federa tion 

- Exec Dir Dr Jan Erik Ahlberg, 64 Wimpole Street, London WlM 8AL, UK. T. (44 1) 935 7852 -
487 4544. C. INDENFED London WI. Tx 21879 IND. Fax (44 1) 486 0183. 

We have no detailed information on your future international meetings. 

We do have the following general information on your meetings: 

Events Annual World Dental Congress Hamburg 1980, Rio de Janeiro 1981, Vienna 1982, 
Tokyo 1983, Helsinki 1984, Belgrade 1985, Manila 1986, Buenos Aires 1987, Washington DC 1988, 
Amsterdam 1989. 

ls your organization planning an international meeting? 
If so, we would like to announce it, free of charge in the next quarterly edition 
of International Congress Calendar. 

Please send us any brochures, programmes, or other documents, or, if you prefer, 
fill in the questionnaire on the back of this page. 

, 
The informatio~ you provide is included free of charge and with no obligation on your part. 

Les informations que vous nous fournirez seront inserees gratuitement et sans aucune obligation. 
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INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS CALENDAR - Quarterly publication 
RUE WASHINGTON 40 - 1050 BRUXELLES (BELGIQUE) - TEL. (02) 640 41 09 - 640 18 08 - TELEX 65080 INAC B 

FUTURE MEETINGS OF YOUR ORGANIZATION 

In order to help us improve and update the information we publish in the Calendar on your organization, 
please: 
* correct the following description of your organization's future meetings; and/or 
* add any new information either by completing the questionnaire overleaf or by sending us relevant 

lists, brochures, programmes from which we may extract the required data. 

FUTURES REUNIONS DE VOTRE ORGANISATION 

Afin de pouvoir publier l'annonce de VOS futures reunions internationales dans la prochaine edition du 
International Congress Calendar, nous vous prions de bien vouloir: 
* corriger et/ou completer les informations reprises ci-dessous; 
* remplir le questionnaire au verso pour toute nouvelle information, et/ou nous faire parvenir tout 

document nous permettant de rediger l'annonce de ces reunions. 

November 1987 Ref#: A-Al 788-y 

Modified entry - International Dental Federation 

- Exec Dir Dr Jan Erik Ahlberg, 64 Wimpole Street, London WIM 8AL, UK. T. (44 I) 935 7852 -
487 4544. C. INDENFED London WI. Tx 21879 IND. Fax (44 1) 486 0183. 

Is your organization planning an international meeting? 
If so, we would like to announce it, free of charge in the next quarterly edition 
of International Congress Calendar. 

Please send us any brochures, programmes, or other documents, or, if you prefer, 
fill in the questionnaire on the back of this page. 

, 
The information' you provide is included free of charge and with no obligation on your part. 

Les informations que vous nous fournirez seront inserees gratuitement et sans aucune obligation. 



Appendix 3 
MlNl·DIRECTORY PROOFS WERE SENT TO THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS (WITH PAGES) 

Advisory COlllllittee on Pollution of the Sea 
Arab Sports Confederation 
Association of Agricultural Research Institutions in the Near East and North Africa Region 
Association of !OC·Recognized International Sports Federations 
CAB International 
Caribbean COl'flllunity 
Coalition Against Dangerous Exports 
COlllllission of the European Camiunities 
COlllllittee of Agricultural Organizations in the EEC 
COlllllittee on Data for science and Technology 
Comnittee on space Research 
Caimonwealth Defence Science Organization 
Comm>nwealth secretariat 
Confederation of International Contractors Associations 
Confederation of International scientific and Technological Organizations for Development 
Conference of International Catholic Organizations 
Conference of Non·Governmental Organizations in Consultative Status with the United Nations 
and social Council 
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research 
Coordinating Bureau of the Non·Aligned Countries 
Coordinating COlllllittee for International Voluntary service 
Coordinating Comnittee of Cooperative Associations of the EC 
Coordination Conmittee for the Textile Industries in the European Economic Conmunity 
Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences 
Council of Europe 
Council of International Organizations Directly Interested in Children and Youth 
council of Non·Governmentat Organizations for Development support 
ELC International , 
curopean Advertising Tripartite 
European Association of Development Research end Training Institutes 
European Atomic Energy C01l111Unity 
European Confederation of Pulp Paper and Board Industry 
Eur~pean Coordination Bureau o~ International Youth Organizations 
European Council of Chemical Manufacturers' federations 
European Cultural Centre 
European Economic Conrnunity 
European Liaison COlllllittee for Agricultural and Food Trades 
European Movement 
European Secretariat of the Liberal Professions 
European Youth Centre 
FAO Regional Office for Africa 
FAO Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific 
Federation of Associations of Former International Civil Servants 
Federation of Astronomical and Geophysical services 
Federation of European Cancer Societies 
Federation of European Wholesale and International Trade Associations 
Federation of International Civil Servants• Associations 
Federation of Semi·Official and Private International Institutions established in Geneva 
Five International Associations Coordinatin$ COlllllittee 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
General Association of International Sports Federations 
Habitat International Coalition 
International Amateur surfing Federation 
International Association of Crafts and Small and Medium·Sized Enterprises 
international Association of Legal Science 
International Association of Schools of Social Work 
International Association of Sound Archives 
International Association of Universities 
International Basketball Federation 
International Book Corrmittee 
International Bureau of Social Tourism 
International Catholic Association for Radio, Television and Audio·Visuals 
International Catholic Union of the Press 
International Co·operative Alliance 
International C0111111ttee of Historical Sciences 
International Confederation of Arab Trade Unions 
International Confederation of Free Trade Unions 
International Confederation of Genealogy and Heraldry 
International Congress on Fracture 
International Container Bureau 
International Council for Adult Education 
International Council for Philosophy and Humanistic studies 
International Council for Scientific and Technical Information 
International Council of Museums 
International Council of Scientific Unions 
International Council of Sport Science and Physical Education 
International Council of Voluntary Agencies 
International Council on Disability 
International Council on Social Welfare 
International Dental Federation 
International Dredging Conference Coordinating Col'llllittee 
International Fair Play Corrmittee 
International Federation for Information Processing 
International Federation for Information and Documentation 
International Federation for Modern Languages and Literatures 
International Federation of Aero·Philatelic societies 
International Federation of Employees in Public Service 
International Federation of !nter1or Architects/Interior Desieners 
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions 
International Federation of Ophthalmological Societies 
International Federation of Philosophical Societies 
International Federation of societies for Surgery of the Hand 
International Federation of Surgical Colleges 
International Federation of the societies of Classical Studies 
International Film and Television Council 

( •) EE0530 
( 31) 000210 
( 9} D00785 
( 22) EE3330 
( -) CC0359 
( 38) D04579 
( 11) FF1910 
( 69) EE2442 
( 10) EE0297 
( 36) EE0319 
( 32) EE0323 
( 13) 005520 
( 44) CC0376 
( 9) CC4381 
( -) AA3010 
( ·) AA0406 

Economic C 13) EE0409 

(113) EE4468 
C 52) CC2507 
( 21) CC0424 
C 12) EE0255 
( 18) EE0427 
( ·) AA0431 
( 89} 000435 
( 28) FA4464 
( 33) EE3790 
(102) EE4322 
( 11) FF0276 
( 14) D04827 
( 51) F00666 
( 13) 000691 
( 41) ED3943 
( 13) DD0615 
( 15) 000703 
( 55) FD0665 
( 20) 008919 
( 21) 000814 
( 13) D08437 
C i8) EE0947 
{ 7) EE9659 
( •) EE0151 
( 12) FF6569 
( 15) C80930 
( 10) 000532 
( 9) DD9826 
( ~) CC0946 
(196) EE0956 
( 13) FF3893 
(108) 880971 
( 9} FF0985 
( ·) AA0988 
( 18) EE7548 
( 19) CE7276 
( •) CC1269 
{ ·) AA1302 
( 9) 881337 
( 26) CC5129 
( 18) 881363 
( 17) 881154 
C 34) EE4845 
( ·) AA1434 
( 23) 881450 
( ·) AA1458 
( ·) AA1710 
{ ·) AA1582 
( 13) DD1655 
( ·) AA1667 
C 6} CD9m 
( 6) CC1696 
C 35) EE1703 
( 14) 884416 
( ·) AA1728 
( 25) EE1753 
( 36) 881749 
( 71) AA1752 
( 44) 881757 
( ·) AA1762 
( ·) AA0458 
( ·) AA1771 
( ·) AA1788 
( 14) CC0366 
( ·) AA4499 
( •) BC1828 
( 27) 881823 
( ·) AA1831 
( 7) CC1848 
C 11) CC2035 
( 17) CC1935 
C ·) AA1945 
( 7) 861967 
{ ·) AA2011 
( 9) CD6041 
( -) CC2019 
C ·) AA2030 
( ·) AA2054 



Appendix 3 
MINl·OIRECTORY PROOFS WERE SENT TO THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS (WITH PAGES) 

International Fund Sports Disabled 
International Hospital Federation 
International Institute of Administrative Sciences 
International Labour Organisation 
international Lea9ue Against Rheunatism 
International Mar1time Or~anization 
International Music COunc1l 
International Olyirpic COlllllittee 
International Pediatric Association 
International Publishers Association 
International Social Science Council 
International Society for Plant Pathology 
International Society of Chemotherapy 
International Statistical Institute 
International Surfing C011111ittee 
International Surfing League 
International Table Tennis Federation 
International Tennis Federation 
International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources 
International Union for Oriental and Asian Studies 
International Union for Pure and Applied Biophysics 
International Union of Biological Sciences 
International Union of Crystallography 
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics 
International Union of Geolog1cal Sciences 
International Union of Immunological Societies 
International Union of Microbiological Societies 
International Union of Nutritional Sciences 
International Union of Psychological Science 
International Union of Pure and Applied Physics 
International Union of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 
International Volleyball Federation 
International World Games Association 
Joint Industry Council 
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF INTER-CULTURAL CONCEPTUAL MODES 

A. Background 

l. The UIA has produced an Encyclopedia of 'world Problems and Human Potential which 
contains several sections on different aspects of the question of communication, some of which 
emphasize the inter-cultural aspect and its special problems. These problems have been further 
explored in separate UIA studies for projects of the United Nations University. 

2. The UNESCO Decade on Cultural Development was launched in 1987. With the new direction being 
articulated within UNESCO, this offers a number of possibilities for new kinds of approach to 
the question of "culture". UNESCO will not necessarily have any funds to support such 
initiatives however, but other forms of support and encouragement might well be possible. 

3. The new Lome Convention contains a special section on culture. Some funds for this aspect 
are being used to assist in the formation and operation of the South-North Network on Cultures 
and International Cooperation with which the UIA has developed some links. Whilst it is 
unlikely that funds would be forthcoming in support of any new initiative, a network of this 
kind might be very interested in cooperating in a concrete project requiring relatively limited 
effort. 

B. Need 

Whilst many books exist on different cultures and languages, and databases such as the Human 
Relations Area Files exist covering many aspects of individual cultures. it is extremely 
difficult to obtain information on the special conceptual insights associated with individual 
cultures. 

There is a need for a summary, culture by culture, of the special insights or "genius" of that 
culture. What are the uniquely valuable insights or modes of thought that that culture has to 
contribute to humanity - as a resource with which to respond to the world problematique. 
Examples of such insights are those explicitly valued in the collaboration of English or 
French-speaking participants (according to the special needs of the conference). 

More controversially, there is also a need for .insights into any special disadvantages of 
particular modes of thought. An example is the effort to identify the special obstacles to 
social or conceptual change associated with a "teutonic-thinking style". 

C. Proposal 

The UIA should consider initiating a project to collect such insights and form them into 
suitable entries, culture by culture and/or language by language. 

Such a project should be initiated in collaboration with any other interested bodies, whether 
willing to seek out, edit or review suitable texts, or to provide funding or other forms of 
sponsorship. 

The entries could be published in the form of a volume, possibly with the collabortion of K G 
Saur Verlag, and as a complement to the Encyclopedia of World Problems and Human Potential 

The volume should not be treated as an academic exercise but rather as a data collection 
exercise on which academic comment would be welcome (but on which it would not depend). 



D. Examples 

1. A possible approach is suggested by the Culturgram series produced for 97 countries by 
the David M Kennedy Center for International Studies (Brigham Young University, USA). These 
develop the cultural aspect of the information appearing in the US Government Country 
Profiles. It would, however, be necessary to focus on the conceptual or insight level, the 
mind-set or "langage", rather than on the visitor-oriented guidelines emphasized therein. 

2. The notion of "language" could be extended to include scientific and other disciplines as 
was attempted by the UIA in the 1976 version of the Encyclopedia with the encouragement of 
the Commonwealth Science Council. 

3. Although there are many traditional UNESCO programmes on culture (e.g. folk music, art, 
etc), the focus proposed could only draw on materials generated by such UNESCO programmes as 
that on the perception of "time" in different cultures. 

E. Examples of possible collaborating/supporting bodies (see Yearbook Vol.3 under heading W5400) 

- Certain UN Specialized Agencies (e.g. UNESCO) 

- Cross-cultural research organizations (e.g. International Association for Cross-Cultural 
Psychology) 

- Interpreter/Translator organizations (e.g. International Association of Conference 
Interpreters) 

- Linguistics organizations (e.g. African Linguistics and Cross-Cultural Studies Association) 

- Inter-cultural contact organizations (e.g. Experiment in International Living) 

- Cultural research organizations (e.g. African Culture Institute) 

- International understanding promotion (e.g. Standing Conference on Education for 
International Understanding) 

- Certain religious groups (e.g. Baha'i International Community) 
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INFORMATION SYSTEM INITIATIVES 

1. UN Interdepartmental Working Group on NGOs (New York) 

1.1. This group convened by the Secretary General's office is currently under the chairmanship 
of Edward Cain. It brings together the departments identified in Annex B. It was previously 
chaired by Jordan. An equivalent group meets in Geneva (see below). 

1.2. At the meeting on 4th February the principal item of concern was the survey being made by 
ACCIS (Advisory Committee on Coordination of Information Systems) which is based in the Geneva 
Office of the UN. The survey is designed to determine what information/databases are maintained 
by different secretariat offices within the UN system. This is in response to a recommendation 
in the report by J Ripert, "Relations between the United Nations and non-governmental 
organizations in the economic ans social fields". It is unclear what action will be envisaged 
when this information has been collected. 

1.3. The Ripert report specifically recommends consultation with the UIA concerning 
possibilities emerging in relation to the Yearbook. It is unclear whether the UIA presentation 
on 4th February is to be considered as fulfilling this requirement. 

2. UN Interdepartmental Working Group on NGOs (Geneva) 

2.1. This group convened under the chairmanship of Mortenson brings together the corresponding 
UN departments in Geneva. There seems to be some element of rivalry in its perceived 
relationship to the New York group. 

2.2. The group seems to be pursuing an active information strategy under the guidelines of the 
Ripert report. No contact has however been established with the UIA. 

3. UN Development Information (DEIN) 

3.1. An active information strategy is being developed by the Division for Economic and Social 
Information (DESI) (see Annex C). 

3.2. The department is somewhat sensitive to the availability of some of the information they 
plan to collect in the Yearbook database. 

4. UNESCO NGO Section 

4.1. The UIA has been invited to make a proposal to Unesco concerning the possibility of 
establishing a database of Unesco NGOs, whether by on-line access to the UIA data in Brussels 
or by transferring a portion of such data onto a database in Paris. 

4.2. It is anticipated that a feasibility study will be carried out before September 1988. 

5. International Cooperative Services Associates (ICSA) 

5.1. This group based in the MAI (Brussels) is exploring the possibility to facilitate the 
communication of Brussels-based NGOs with one another and possibly with NGOs elsewhere. 

5.2. A preliminary inquiry to the UIA has been made to determine whether it would be prepared 
to make available NGO information for that service. 

6. Institute for Global Communications (San Francisco) 

6.1. This nonprofit group based in San Francisco has for several years been operating PEACENET 
which is an electronic mail and conferencing service currently linking approximately 2000 



individuals and organizations at a subscription cost of $10 per month. The group has recently 
associated itself with a group in London to maintain a similar service (GREENET) from there. 
The two services are linked electronically. 

6.2. The UIA has been invited to make its database files available to the users of these 
services by storing copies on GREENET. Preliminary discussions with PEACENET have taken place. 

7. Strategic software design 

7.1. The multiplicity of current information initiatives, many of these competing for limited 
resources raises the question as to whether they will achieve the desired objectives, 
separately or together. Many of them are designed in termes of outdated, empire-builing 
paradigms and do not empower users to act in new ways. 

7 .2. An alternative proposal made to various parties by the UIA was to arrange for the design 
of a low-cost software package which would enable users to base their initiatives, at least 
partially, on a non-linear representation of the network of organizations and issues in their 
environment (whether locally, nationally or internationally). Users would be free to feed their 
own data into the package or to obtain the data from others. 

7.3. An additional or complementary use of such a package would be to represent the 
relationships between participants (or group representation) and between issues at a meeting. 

7.4. In the case of Apple Corporation it was proposed that this package might be designed as an 
extension of the use of their new hypercard software. 

8. UIA on-line initiative 

8.1. In order to maintain its position in relation to other on-line initiatives, including 
those above, the UIA has commissioned a report by Glen Price, designer of DIABETESNET and 
originally associated with ECONET (now incorporated into PEACENET). 

8.2. This report (see seperate document) outlines some low-cost options for the UIA. 

9. UIA CD/ROM initiative 

9.1. This possibility, using compact disc technology, has been discussed in earlier reports. It 
is still dependent on availability of the disc readers and development standards. 

9.2. Saur continues to indicate interest in this area. 

10. Conclusion 

10.1. Irrespective of any follow-up to the specific initiatives indicated above, two further 
possibilities remain. These could usefully be designed to respond to the need for a more 
comprehensive approach to the information challenges of the future. 

10.2. Vision document: In various discussions, especially in relations to initiatives of the UN 
and of Unesco, it is clear that there is a place for a document elaborating a vision of an 
appropriate information system. This could be designed in terms of three characteristics: 

- collective learning 
- enabling or empowering new initiatives 
- pro-active (using artificial intelligence modules) 

Whether or not any attempt is made to implement such a vision, its existence could be important 
as a point of reference. 

l 0.3. Corporate sponsorship: It has been made clear that a vision document could be articulated 
in such a way that implementation of the project could well attract corporate sponsorship, if 
only as a pilot project to demonstrate the practicality of such an approach for other 
commercial applications. 
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